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Dear good,good people, 
 
After good consideration, I decided to start my text with this salutation. It has become 
very clear to me, after one year of board membership that Toe to Heart relies very 
much on the warm attention and concrete and real support of nice people who keep 
this education supporting project in Bangalore on track.  
Toe to Heart exists now 11 years and the results are more and more visible, a good 
number of children went all the way and have finished with the help of Toe to Heart 
their education up to Pre-University, are 18 years or older now and work 
independently and full of faith on their own future.  
Hearty congratulations to all children and also to Thomas and Lalitha, is appropriate 
here! 
Of course we want to offer all the present children and new candidates-participants 
the same opportunities. For that we need to build a financial buffer, 
togive more certainty to the children so they can study upto 18 years and finish the 
whole pre-university route.  
 
That's the reason that we, on 30 August 2015, during the jubilee meeting in 
Gouda,have started a new fundraising period to realize that buffer. The  
target amount  is € 15000,-, and we have given ourselves time till April 2016 to raise 
this amount, next to the regular donations. We have received 3000 euro upto now. 
We ask all of you to help us with raising funds, but we also look forward to receive 
your ideas for fundraising activities/ events. 
The children in India hope for your support.  
The month of December, so also the year 2015is almost over. 2015 has given 
happiness, warmth, but also sad moments and next year won't be different. I wish 
everybody many beautiful moments with each other, strength for the difficult 
moments but above all good health.    
 

 

        Bea van Els,  

                  Toe to Heart NL 
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'New children' 
 

 Graced by the good support we recently received, we were able to 'take' 3 
more 'new' children to whom we can give a good long time perspective to finish their 
studies. They aren't really 'new' children for us because Vasundra 
and Suman are coming for some time to the free after school care because the 
mother has asked if they could stay with us while she was working. We could see 
their miniscule house from our roof terrace because it is built on the roof of a huge 
apartment complex. So we waved to each other for some time and that's how the 
mother got to know us. Again there is the usual story of a severe sick (male) 
breadwinner who, because of the required medical care, costs more than he earns, 
and the whole family becomes dependent of the income from cleaning jobs of the 
uneducated mother.  
 We have recently received donations, especially given to them, and we have 
decided to help both. Our experience has made us learn that it is better to help two 
children from one family because they are able to support each other. It is less lonely 
for them because it has to click with the others and that's not always the case. 
To help two children per family gives simply more chance to be successful.  
Maximum two per family but there’s always that exception that confirms the rule: We 
decided also to help Thirtamalai. He's already 16 years old and is much older than 
his classmates as he had to miss a few times a year of school because of lack of 
finances. He loves to study and for some time he came to our after school care, we 
financed his studies, as he liked it. He is the brother of Mangala and Raj, so the third 
child that we help from one family. The small family had to shift house more far away 
because their old house was broken down because of the building of new apartment 
blocks. The three children have to travel now by bus to school and also from Toe to 
Heart to their house when it is already dark and it is great that Thirtamalai can travel 
together with his sisters and protect them.  
.  
 We also are very happy for him that he can finalize school and college upto 
Pre-University now -without further worries- and that he has his destiny more in his 
own hand. He is very happy and very grateful and of course we can say the same for 
Suman and Vasundra. All three of them come now more regular to Toe to Heart. We 
have a very nice group of 8 young bright children who can have high hopes about 
their life. Nandhita and Monica are almost permanently with us as it is-for different 
reasons- not so nice for them to be at their own homes. They often stay throughout 
the day at our home. Nandhita sleeps almost every night in the house of my mother 
in law at the ground floor of our building because she, as a widow, doesn't like to be 
alone in the house. Nandhita gets three times a day good food now which makes her 
grow faster because as a 14 year old she has also because of her sickness, a body 
of a 10 year old, not to be distinguished from our own 10-year old daughter Eva.   
Eva likes it (as only child) that Monica and Nandhita often live with us and they play 
together. In this way individual wishes and opportunities come together, simply 
because people meet each other. This is the secret of the success of Toe to Heart. 
The same applies to our contact with our donors and our adherents. The meeting to 
finish the 10 years jubilee celebrations of Toe to Heart in August was great and the 
turn out very good. The Indian cooking workshop, the calendar, the pictures and the 
book got good response. We cherish so much the liveliness and the involvements of 
so many in the Netherlands and elsewhere. That's also a very important aspect of 
Toe to Heart.  
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 At present the world is a bit a darker place with all the terrorist attacks and 
expressed hate, and then it is extra wonderful to be able to work in such a positive 
project. The liveliness in Toe to Heart in the Netherlands/ Europe and India avoids a 
lot of depressions. We don't have time for that and there are always a lot of people 
around us who make us happy. A good reason to become part of Toe to Heart. I 
want to thank you again for your involvement and support. We wish you a Merry 
Christmas and very happy and healthy 2016 

 
Thomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

   Wassundra, Raj, Suman en Thirtamalai 
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Open Day of jubilee celebrating Toe to Heart. 
 
I was looking very much forward to the celebrations to 
close the 10 year jubilee celebrations of Toe to Heart, 
although I didn't know what to expect exactly. 
Liset (secretary of the board) and I have for some years 
a personal link with Thomas and for years we have been 
an active supporter (donor) of  
Thomas’ and Lalitha’s beautiful project. It seemed to be 
nice to be able to meet people we only know from name, in person and to talk 
with them.  

Now, that's the way it worked out. It was a very 
cozy and animated afternoon. decided to take 
up the vacancy of bartender instead. In the nice 
decorated space I served happily the drinks, 
donated generously by the 'Speelwinkel' where 
the event took place. 
My role as bartender was a reason I could talk 
with everybody.  

The stories about Toe to Heart were very stimulating and heartwarming. In 
particular the enthusiastic story of Wim Koevermans (ex-coach of the Indian 
national Football team), who presented an autographed football-shirt of PSV 
which was auctioned later.  
He showed convincingly that each time people get in direct contact with the 
children in theproject,these people get a lot of happy energy and become 
enthusiastic to be involved. We have noted this many times in our own circle. 
With all those drinks and the wonderful Indian 'street food snacks’ of Lalitha 
and her instant kitchen crew it became a very nice afternoon and I have 
enjoyed myself too. It was great to see so many supporters and enthusiasm 
together.  
. 
Guus de Leeuwerk. 
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Eva shares the presents handmade by the TTH-Children 

 

 

                             Thomas en Bea 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

In September,we got the sad news of the death of Mrs Astrid van Beers, 
better known to us as 'Aunt Astrid'. Aunt Astrid was a very faithful supporter of 
Toe to Heart. From the very start she closely followed and supported with her 
late husband Jaap, the developments in Toe to Heart.  
She wished Thomas and Lalitha well all the time and when she got to know 
that she couldn't be cured anymore she made directly the arrangements that 
Monica and Sweety, the girls she financially and wholeheartedly supported, 
are ableto finish their education in the next years. What a commitment she 
has shown.  
Before she and her husband also helped Moses and Edwin. We all,including 
these young boys and girls will always be happy and thankful to her for her life 
changing support. We wish her family and friends a lot of strength to cope with 
this great loss of such a wonderful person.  
                                  

The board of TTH The Netherlands. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
Astrid van Beers 
      
**************************************** 

 

**************************************** 
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 2015 has financially been a good year for Toe to Heart. In the first place, of 
course, because of the continued support of our faithful donors and apart from that, 
we got two times, big donations from two sources. 
These donations have been given under someconditions: They are meant for the 
whole education of three of our children. In this way they can be assured that the full 
education upto two years college will be financed for them. That of course gives 
them a huge 'boost'.    
Till now we, as a board, had to look each year if we had enough money to guarantee 
a next year of studies for the children. We can give much more security to these 3 
children now and that's great for them and for us. In the future we want to follow this 
line. Raise as much as possible the funds for the whole education of the child so 
they don't need to have any fear that they have to stop halfway. For that reason, Toe 
to Heart has kick started the campaign for an extra effort of raising € 15.000. We 
raised already 3000 euro. If we raise the additional € 12.000, then all the children in 

this project will be assured of financial support of Toe to Heart upto Pre-
University. We count on enough support from people that we will achieve this 
also.This way, we can also start to make arrangements for the education of 
even more children.  A lot of you have donated in the past. Still we do an 
appeal to you to make (another) donation.These children will be very grateful.  
. 
As already mentioned by Guus in his report of the celebrations of 30 August, 
an autographed PSV-shirt has been provided by old-international and Toe to 
Heart-ambassador, Wim Koevermans. The idea was to auction this shirt and 
the proceeds would go to the study fund of Toe to Heart. There was not so 
much interest as expected but finally we got a nice 
amount of money for it and the framed shirt is 
hanging now at the office of the new owner (who has 
been a regular donor of Toe to Heart in the past). 
Thank you very much Herman.     
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And another great surprise:                     

an enthusiastic fan of Toe to  

Heart came with a wonderful cheque 

for our study fund. Thank you very 

much Marloes! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The boards  of TTN  the 

Netherlands  and TTH Bangalore  

thank  you very much for your 

wonderful support and wishes 

you a  happy, healthy and 

inspired 2016.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For contact and donations 

http://toetoheart.org/en/contactus/ 
 

 

We thank Rakhi Acharya for her help in English editing of this newsletter.  


